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I. INTRODUCTION
N ETWORK Tomography is concerned with inferring underlying details of networks from incomplete or inaccurate measurements. In network link tomography over trees, a unique sender node sends many test packets, or probes, to m > 1 receiver nodes. The design of network routing is such that, typically, the sequences of network links traversed by such probes will naturally possess a tree topology, a measurement tree subgraph of the underlying network graph. Each receiver records measurements from the probes that arrive to it, and these are used to infer conditions at links or nodes inside the tree.
Particular attention has been paid to multicast-trees. In multicasting, a packet sent from a source toward m destinations is duplicated only when needed, at branch points, rather than the source sending m copies. In multicast-tree tomography this functionality is abstracted into the powerful property of perfectly shared-history of receiver probes above branch points. Multicast-tree tomography can be seen both as an exploitation of IP protocol functionality for measurement ends [1] - [9] , or as a means to infer properties of a multicast-tree to improve the performance of applications using it [10] . It can also be viewed as a simplifying abstraction to explore the limitations of tree-based tomography in general, in particular because unicast approaches exist which can emulate the shared-history property of multicast. Tree-based tomography has considered inference of link loss processes (e.g. [2] , [11] )), link delays (e.g. [4] , [6] )), and tree topology (e.g. [7] , [10] , [12] , [13] ). In almost every case full spatial independence, that is the mutual independence of all loss or delay processes across different links, was a core assumption underlying the inference. We refer to any model incorporating this classical assumption as a classical model. Two works where non-classical models are considered are those of Caceras et al. [2] and Ghita et al. [14] , both in the context of loss tomography. We discuss these in Section II.
This paper describes loss-based topology inference in multicast-trees, in the context of non-trivial spatial dependence of link loss processes. In order to focus on fundamental issues of identifiability, we work in the ideal context of 'infinite data', meaning we have access to the true m dimensional joint distribution of loss measurements across all leaves/receivers.
Our first contribution lies in the definition of new model classes with non-trivial spatial dependencies. The significance of these classes is that they each possess the non-trivial property of topological determinism, which implies that the topology of each model within the class is identifiable, even if the full model itself is not. We begin by defining a simple but natural generalization of classical models, the Classically Equivalent (CE) class. We then introduce a more explicit and richer class, the Jump Independent (JI) models, which is physically meaningful in terms of real networks, and from it define two related classes, the Agreeable JI models (AJI), and the Agreeable JI Equivalent models (AJIE), which are topologically determinate. We show that each is large in the sense of the dimensionality of its parameter space, and much larger than the classical class, and also that, although their topologies are identifiable, the loss processes on links are not. Figure 6 shows the relationship between these classes.
Our second contribution is in the definition of a topology recovery algorithm, SLTD, and proof of its correctness when applied to models in the AJI, AJIE, and CE classes. Importantly, it is based on the joint distributions of pairs of receivers only, yet captures everything that is possible even given the full m dimensional joint distribution over all receivers. It is therefore amenable to practical implementation as there is no need to estimate probability mass functions of dimension exceeding 2.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. In Section II we motivate our problem and describe 0018-9448 © 2017 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
See http://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information. related work. In Section III we define multicast-trees and processes on them. Section IV discusses identifiability issues for tree processes, outlines an existing approach for topology inference in classical models, and introduces the Classical Equivalence class. In Section V we introduce the Jump Independent model class and establish its key properties. Section VI shows how to prove 'certain paternity' for AJI models, and based on this, defines the SLTD algorithm to enable topology recovery for AJI models, then proves that the algorithm also works for the larger AJIE class. In Section VII the relative size of the CE, JI and other classes is discussed, and some examples given for small topologies. We conclude in Section VIII.
II. MODELLING MOTIVATION AND RELATIONSHIP TO PREVIOUS WORK

A. Spatial Dependency
A natural question is why it is necessary to consider network spatial dependencies. Network tomography is impossible without a spatial model, yet empirical insight into this question is not readily available, and the data required is difficult to collect. In its absence, the literature has mainly adopted the classical assumption of full spatial independence, which enjoys the two important advantages of tractability and parameter identifiability.
There are two canonical reasons why spatial independence will in fact fail to hold in general. The first is that networks defined in tomographic problems are generally logical, that is they describe connectivity between nodes, but not how it is established. As pointed out by Ghita et al. [14] , the hidden underlying physical connectivity can involve shared resources which will induce spatial dependency in the logical links. For example in the Internet, distinct IP links (layer 3 links in the protocol hierarchy) will be dependent if they share, as they often do, underlying 'link layer' links (layer 2), as illustrated in Figure 1 . The resulting dependencies can be far from negligible, for example if the physical link (a, d) is congested.
The second canonical mechanism is due to resource sharing at the logical level. Dependence is created in switching equipment such as IP routers because both the probe and cross (nonprobe) traffic flows share memory and computation resources, and contend for access to output ports. Spatial dependencies in traffic flows across multiple shared links is thereby induced by temporal dependencies in the cross traffic flows modulating resource levels at each link (see [14] for a discussion). For the same reason, spatial dependencies between probes on sibling links are generated when temporally correlated cross traffic flows branch out from the parent link and influence the conditions experienced by the separated probes. These effects were discussed in [2] in the context of TCP flow synchronization, and the resulting dependencies exhibited in simulations.
In the case of multicast probing there is a third mechanism. Network tomography problems are typically posed based on simplified statistical models for tractability, but the measurement tree is more properly modelled as a feedforward queueing network. In this context we showed in [15] (for delay tomography) that even in the most favorable case of independent exponentially distributed service times and independent Poisson arrival processes for all cross traffics, the use of multicasting generated inherent spatial dependencies between sibling links of branch nodes. From this perspective, the models introduced in the present paper, which explicitly allow for such dependency, are necessary for a multicast based tomographic problem which is self-consistent.
The spatial independence assumption is likely to be an increasingly poor approximation in the future. One reason for this is the spread of Software Defined Networking (SDN), which allows adaptive flow control rules to be readily defined and applied on a per-node basis. In such an environment, even if spatial dependency data were obtained, it would be subject to ongoing change. The models we propose are general, allowing arbitrary local spatial dependency at each network node. Topology tomographic methods built on the class will therefore be robust to the particular dependencies that may exist in real networks at a given time, without having to be aware of their detailed nature.
B. Multicast Probing
Multicast is supported by the Internet's IP protocol suite and is implemented in the current Internet. However, as it is not necessarily activated, it remains difficult today to perform multicast based measurement, particularly across different administrative domains. This has motivated a body of work on unicast approaches to emulate the shared-history property of multicast, including [11] , [13] , and [16] - [20] . Multicast based tomography remains valuable for three reasons.
First, multicast support will inprove in the future. It is obligatory in all nodes supporting IPv6 (version 6 of the IP protocol), and now that IPv4 addresses have been exhausted, widespread IPv6 deployment is picking up speed. More flexible networking approaches such as SDN will also make it easier to put in place and activate multicasting.
Second, unicast approaches can be brought under our JI model framework. By replacing a multicast probe by a train of probes (one for each receiver), we can show (based on assumptions consistent with our JI modelling principles) that both the key Factorization Property of JI Models (Theorem 1) and the 'Shared world-view property of siblings' (Lemma 3) continue to hold. However, this comes at the cost of considerable complexity.
Another alternative is to use the 'Boolean network' approach [14] , [21] - [24] , that allows the shared-history property of multicasting to be recovered at a higher level, despite the use of underlying unicast probe trains. This is achieved by introducing the concept of 'congested' links and paths based on loss rates exceeding controllable thresholds, over timescales beyond that of individual probe trains. In particular the set of assumptions adopted by Ghita et al. [14] result in a mathematical framework identical to that of multicasting (as noted in [21] ).
Finally, multicast based inference provides a bound on what is achievable for tomographic methods more generally.
C. Related Work
The seminal multicast-tree tomography paper of Caceres et al. [2] examines loss tomography (inferring loss metrics with fixed known topology) rather than topology tomography. It is nonetheless of interest here because, although primarily based on classical assumptions, it includes elements examining spatial dependency. One section uses network protocol and queueing based simulation. It is reported that this generates spatial dependencies (via the second and third canonical mechanisms above), that cause bias in estimators of marginal link loss probabilities under classical assumptions. In the special case of binary trees with dependent siblings, another theoretical section shows how these estimators could be corrected, if side information characterizing the dependencies were known. This demonstrates that even the simplest examples of dependency prevent identifiability of link loss probabilities.
In Ghita et al. [14] (see also [23] ) non-classical dependency is the focus. Their setting is that of loss tomography in general networks, and is based on a critical identifiability assumption involving the selection of sets of links, called correlation sets, that obey a distinguishable path property enabling their independent measurement. They also perform simulation studies with spatial dependencies and report that ignoring them results in significant error. In trees however, the identifiability assumption restricts correlation sets strongly, essentially because trees lack the topological diversity required to easily isolate set of links from each other. The correlation sets allowed in trees do not in general respect the physical network principles described in Section II-A. For example they cannot contain a complete group of sibling links as JI models do, nor can a correlation set contain the father or child of any other link in the set. They are therefore of limited interest in trees. Moreover, their method cannot be used for topology tomography as the correlation sets must be identified prior to inference, when in topology tomography which links exist isn't even known prior to inference taking place.
Beyond the works cited in the introduction, more recent topology tomography research has also assumed spatial independence [25] , combined with other sources of information like network coding [26] or traceroute and record route messages [27] , [28] . Ni et al. [28] state that spatial independence is not realistic in the Internet, and address it by introducing a hybrid method where they place greater emphasis on alternative traceroute information. Many methods focus on using additive metrics like shared loss (Section IV) that increase down a path, allowing those with the longest shared path to be identified as siblings [25] , [28] . In the models that we propose here, shared loss is no longer additive (Section V) so these approaches no longer work. The work closest to allowing spatial dependence is provided by Eriksson et al. [29] , who only require a monotonicity condition related to their DFS (Depth First Search) algorithm.
Finally, we comment on the relation between our models and those studied in graphical models and Bayesian networks, that employ conditional independence relationships reminiscent of those defining JI models. Our problem is analogous to learning a graphical model with unknown structure, and an unknown number of latent variables/nodes, but with additional sibling dependencies. The field of hierarchical latent class models (HLCs) and its generalization, latent-variable tree models (LTMs) [30] - [32] is the most similar to JI models. However, there are some major differences and typical approaches from that area do not work here.
In latent tree models and graphical models in general, child nodes are conditionally independent given the value of the parent node. In JI models, this is explicitly not the case. Further, common means of grouping variables, e.g. mutual information [33] prove ineffective in this context, even when applied to classical models, because they do not exploit the inherent multiplicative structure of loss modelling. Note that the Classically Equivalent models (Section IV) can have their output distribution modelled by an LTM with a direct correspondence between the topology of the LTM and the true topology, simply because the equivalent classical model is an LTM. For JI models in general this is not possible, and any attempt to bundle the spatial dependencies into fewer nodes with non-binary state destroys the powerful multiplicative property which underpins the inference. In the general case of non-binary trees, CE ∩ JI is negligible in size compared to JI (Section VII), and so LTMs are not relevant for JI models in general. Finally, the LTM literature is focused on issues pertaining to finite data inference which do not arise, and are not helpful, in the infinite data case.
III. NOTATION: TREES AND LOSS PROCESSES
Consider a multicast-tree T = (V, L) where V is the set of nodes and L the set of n = |L| links. Let 0 ∈ V be the root node, and R ⊂ V be the set of leaf nodes (receivers). Each link is an ordered pair (k, j ) ∈ V × V representing a logical link (one or more physical links) from node k to node j . Let c(k) = { j ∈ V |(k, j ) ∈ L}, the set of children of node k, and let its degree be |c(k)|. Each node has at least two children except the root and leaves. For each k ∈ V \0 let f (k) denote the parent of k, the unique node such that (
Define f (0) = 0, and refer to link ( f (k), k) as link k (there is no link 0). Denote the set of ancestors of k by a(k) = n≥1 f n (k) and descendants by d(k) = { j ∈ V |k ∈ a( j )}. If j ∈ a(k), then path from j to k, j → k, is the sequence of links from node j to node k (note this does not include link j ).
An infinite sequence of probes i = 1, 2 . . . are sent from the root to all receivers. The probing is multicast, so when a probe reaches node k a copy is sent on to each of k's children.
Define the link passage processes
were it to reach that link; 0 if probe i would be lost upon reaching link k.
Note that it is more convenient to deal with passage, or transmission, than dealing directly with its complement, loss.
Denote the marginal link passage probability on link k as l k = Pr(Z k = 1). We assume that no link has perfect transmission, so l k < 1 for all k, since perfect links effectively disappear from the topology, they are not identifiable.
The link passage processes induce a path passage process:
It is also convenient to define
It is convenient to view the link passage processes collectively as a vector-valued stochastic process
, which we assume to be stationary and ergodic. The spatial dependency structure across the tree is now captured by the form of the marginal
Since the Z k are {0,1}-valued variables, the joint probability mass function f Z of Z consists of the 2 n probability values
one for each link passage pattern r = [r 1 , . . . , r n ] ∈ {0, 1} n . These values sum to 1, and so provide only 2 n − 1 degrees of freedom. We assume that each probability is strictly between 0 and 1, a natural generalization of the assumption 0 < l k < 1. It is not difficult to show that passage probabilities are sufficient. That is, f Z can also be specified through the probabilities
where I ⊂ {1, . . . , n} denotes some non-null subset of indices and 1 |I | is the length |I | vector of ones.
The path passage processes are also binary, and can be viewed collectively as a stationary and ergodic vector process X(i ) with marginal X, whose probability mass function f X can be characterized just as for Z above. We are particularly interested in the path passage processes at the leaves, as these correspond to the observables of a measurement experiment. Thus we define X R (i ) = [X k (i )] k∈R , with marginal X R having probability mass function f X R , or f R for short. As there are m leaves, f R has at most 2 m − 1 degrees of freedom. As stated in the introduction, we assume we have access to a sufficiently large number of probes to consider that f R is known to arbitrary accuracy. We do not however assume that we know the entire process. Thus the temporal structure of X R (i ), although in general non-trivial since that of Z(i ) is general, is not exploited. We consider inference based on the vector marginal f R only. An important special case is when the link loss processes are spatially and temporally independent of each other. Under these assumptions the marginal passage probabilities {l k }, together with the underlying topology of the tree, are sufficient to entirely determine the tree loss process Z(i ) and hence f Z . Under these classical assumptions, the dimension of the parameter space for Z is now n instead of 2 n − 1.
IV. MEASUREMENT EQUIVALENCE & IDENTIFIABILITY
We call a tree topology T , together with a joint distribution
on the vector observable X R . We denote by M (resp. M C ) the set of all (resp. classical) models.
We say that two models M 1 and M 2 with the same number of receivers are
It is known for classical models [7] , [10] , that each possible f R corresponds to only one M ∈ M C , which means that both its topology T (M), and distribution f Z (M), are identifiable from f R (M) (indeed in prior finite-data work one typically estimates them jointly). As soon as spatial dependency is added however this fails, and typically neither f Z nor T are identifiable. We now give an example of two measurement equivalent models (one classical, the other necessarily not), with differing underlying topologies.
Example 1: Consider a model M 1 with the topology on the left in Figure 2 , with f Z obeying classical assumptions with link passage probability l k = 0.9 for each link k. Let model M 2 have the topology on the right in the figure. We first specify those passage probabilities of f Z (M 2 ) which determine the 2 3 − 1 = 7 passage probabilities of the observables, and set them to be the same as for M 1 :
Next, set the elementary probabilities Pr(Z I = z I ) freely subject to the above. For example one could choose
where the four elementary probabilities corresponding to The novel question we ask here is, if we are no longer concerned with identifiability of f Z , then under what circumstances can T nonetheless be identified, and can it be done for spatial dependencies which are both strong and physically meaningful? Identifiability is not a property of an individual model, but of a set (class) of models. An obvious necessary condition such a class must obey is the following.
Definition 1 (Topologically Determinate):
Clearly M C is topologically determinate, but it also has a much stronger property: no two distinct models are measurement equivalent. This property restricts M C to being a small and spatially trivial class.
A. A Classical Approach: Topology Discovery Using Shared Loss
We will outline an existing method for recovering topologies in the classical case: the Deterministic Loss Tree (DLT) of Duffield et al. [7] , inspired by the finite data algorithm described in [10] . We do so because, although designed for classical models, it has wider applicability. Also, this section serves to define the approach and concepts that we will subsequently generalize.
The paths 0 → j and 0 → k down to nodes j and k intersect along a shared path, 0 → b, terminating at the branching node b = b j,k . Under classical assumptions the shared transmission
is of central interest because S j,k = Pr(X b = 1). It follows that transmission probabilities decrease along a path, i.e.
A natural first step to topology inference is to attempt to group receivers into siblings (a bottom-up approach). The following property enables this to be done without error. Recall
Lemma 1 (Certain Paternity): Assume a classical model, and let S * = min {i,l}⊂R S i,l . If j, k ∈ R obey S j,k = S * , then j and k are siblings.
Proof: Assume that S j,k = S * but that j and k are not siblings. Then the branch node b j k lies above at least one of f ( j ) and f (k). Without loss of generality assume the former. Then a true sibling i of j has shared passage probability
DLT is bottom up, starting with a forest of trivial trees, each a single receiver node. At each step, a subset of trees are grouped together (based on certain paternity of their root nodes) into one larger tree by attaching their root nodes as children of a newly created 'virtual' root node. A virtual node j is assigned an inferred path passage
The shared transmission between pairs of virtual nodes is given by
Certain paternity holds at the first iteration as all nodes are receivers. Since correct pairwise paternity identification implies correct identification over the sibling set J (true siblings respect transitivity), the algorithm is correct at the first iteration. This is also true for subsequent iterations with certain paternity based on S j,k , because S j,k = S j,k , as shown in Lemma 2 below. (this property holds true even in the more general, non-classical case). The algorithm is therefore correct at each iteration and so returns T . It follows from S j,k = Pr(X b j,k = 1) that path passage probabilities to all nodes in the tree are identifiable. With the topology known via DLT, the link parameters are then simply given by l k = Pr
We now present a simple means of introducing spatial dependencies without losing topological determinism.
Definition 2: (Classically Equivalent (CE) models)
and
That is, CE models are those for which a classical model exists with the same output distribution and topology. Although M CE is topologically determinate essentially by definition, it is nonetheless worth defining as it is the broadest and most natural generalization built 'around' the classical class M C , and moreover is large (see Section VII). Note that M CE is not equal to M C , there are many models that are Classically Equivalent but not classical, see Section V-C for one set of examples.
It is not difficult to see that DLT correctly recovers T (M) for all M ∈ M CE . Thus in M CE we have a class which is large, has non-trivial spatial dependencies, and for which we already have a topology recovery algorithm.
The M CE definition is not constructive, making it difficult to 'see' the nature of the spatial dependencies allowed, and to check if they are consistent with the physics of data networks. Clearly, M CE is also constrained by its strong ties to classical models. To address this, we next seek a more explicitly parameterized class of topologically determinate models.
V. JUMP INDEPENDENT MODELS
In this section we introduce the Jump Independent (JI) model class, and give its main properties. The question of the topological determinism of JI models, and associated algorithms for topology recovery, is the topic of Section VI.
A. JI Models: Definition and Factorization Property
We seek a model class honoring two principles, each abstracted from a knowledge of computer networks. The first is to allow local dependencies, that is between siblings at each node and their parent. This is because siblings map to output ports of a switching element, and their parent to an input port, across which dependencies can be naturally created through shared resources, such as router memory, and via shared loads as described in Section II. The second is to exclude 'action at a distance' dependencies. This is because we know of no normal mechanism in real networks which creates dependencies between non-adjacent links without affecting intermediate links in some way.
Definition 3 (Jump Independent Models): A model with nodes V and receivers
In other words, when a probe reaches k, the loss behaviour over k's children is unaffected by what occurs outside of k, and vice versa.
It is not difficult to show that sufficiency of passage probabilities extends to statements of conditional independence. Thus the JI definition is equivalent to requiring
for any subset D of c(k), and subset
The above definition addresses the second principle by ruling out any dependencies not mediated in the natural way by intermediate links in the tree. Rather than conditioning on the value of the parent node X k in general, it is only necessary to condition on
The first principle is comprehensively addressed by allowing arbitrary dependencies over siblings, which is desirable since we do not know a priori what forms these may take. The model also allows dependency, in fact to the maximum extent possible, between parent and child links. Moreover the definition also allows arbitrary spatial dependencies between sequences of successive links in any subpath, for example induced by shared congestion as discussed in Section II. Finally, there is no hidden assumption on temporal dependencies, for example an artificial assumption of temporal independence on each link, since this paper deals with the joint marginal distribution of the receiver observations only. Definition 3 is reminiscent of the Markov properties for graphical models, see for example [34] . However, it has two main differences. First, the conditioning only applies to X k = 1, it is not required to hold for all X k ; and second, children of a shared parent are allowed to be dependent conditional on that parent.
We now prove a powerful property of this class, M JI , of Jump Independent models. Let T = (V, L) be a tree, let j ∈ V and let D be a set of nodes with D ⊂ c( j ). For convenience we define ρ D = Pr(∩ i∈D {Z i = 1}|X j = 1) = Pr(∩ i∈D {X i = 1}|X j = 1),. We sometimes write ρ i and ρ i, j as shorthand versions of ρ {i} and ρ {i, j } respectively. These values give the probability of a probe progressing from the parent to its children. The following result shows that the probability of any probe transmission event over the whole tree can be expressed in terms of these local ρ D values.
For any arbitrary subset of nodes U ⊂ V we define the subtree induced by U as T (U ) = (v(U ), (U )), the smallest (connected) subtree of T that includes both the root and all the nodes in
the leaf nodes of T (U ), that is, those with no descendents in T (U ). Note that while T (U ) is a tree, it may have nodes with only one child, unlike T itself, and j ∈U {X
Proposition 1 is powerful as it states that any passage probability factorizes in terms of local conditional probabilities. In particular, by setting U ⊂ R it implies that f R can be expressed in this way. It is similar to the factorization property (F) in graphical models [34] .
Proof: Write nodes T (U ) in breadth-first ordering (u 1 , . . . , u p ) starting from the root. This means that nodes are in order of increasing distance from the root, and siblings are adjacent in the the ordering. Partition (u 1 , . . . , u p ) into groups of siblings, (J 1 , . . . , J q ) while keeping the order. Then
where (6) follows from repeated application of the rule Pr(A ∩ B) = Pr(A|B)Pr(B), (7) because {X k = 1} is equivalent to {Z k = 1} ∩ {X f (k) = 1}, and (8) is a direct application of the Jump Independence definition since the J 1 , . . . , J i are sibling sets in a breadth-first ordering, and so (5), so we are done.
B. Shared Loss/Transmission Properties
The factorization property allows us to evaluate the shared transmission S i, j for any two nodes in any JI model. 
Proof: Follows by applying Proposition 1 to the definition (2) of S j,k , setting ρ ∅ = ρ i,∅ = ρ ∅,∅ = 1 as needed.
Corollary 1 means that the shared transmission consists of two parts in a JI model: the classical component Pr(X b = 1) for transmission along the physically shared path itself, and an extra factor incorporating the dependency between the two relevant children of the branch point, which vanishes in the classical case. Note
Just as in the classical case, the natural estimate for the (partially-observed) passage variables of an internal (or virtual during topology inference) node v is given by
Lemma 2: The shared loss S j,k calculated when using X j , X k is equal to the actual shared loss S j,k .
Proof: Express X j as X j = X j G j , where
G j and G k are determined by the probabilities Pr( l∈c(i) Z l = 1|X i = 1) for nodes i below j, k respectively, thus they are be conditionally independent given X j = 1 and X k = 1. Consequently (in the following we write Pr(X j ) instead of Pr(X j = 1)):
C. JI Models That Are Classically Equivalent
We are motivated to examine models in CE ∩ JI in order to gain a concrete understanding of a physically meaningful component of the CE class, and conversely, to see how JI can step beyond CE.
Let M(T, f Z ) be a jump independent model such that T is strictly binary. Let s(i ) be the unique sibling of i , and c 1 (i ) and c 2 (i ) be the children of i (in lexicographic order without loss of generality). Then set
(11)
This result (see Appendix for a proof) shows that any binary jump independent model is measurement equivalent to a classical model provided f Z satisfies a set of simple local conditions, corresponding to the requirement that no pair of sibling link variables are so negatively correlated that this correlation cannot be reallocated to their ancestor links by adjusting their loss probabilities within (0, 1). When 0 < l i < 1 does not hold for all links, the JI model then provides (as we will show) an explicit example of topologically determinate models outside of M CE . It also leads to insights into the relative sizes of these classes, as discussed in Section VII-C.
VI. SLTD: A SHARED LOSS ALGORITHM FOR JI MODELS
We introduce Shared Loss Topology Discovery (SLTD), a topology inference algorithm for JI models. Like DLT, it is based on looking at shared loss S i, j across pairs of receivers, but in a very different way. We prove that it can recover the topology of 'almost all' JI models, including all those with binary topologies, and all classical models.
We define a sibling set to mean all the children of a single node, whereas a set of siblings means any subset of such. An available set consists of the members of a sibling set that are receivers, and if they all are, we have an available sibling set.
For classical models Certain Paternity (Lemma 1) enabled the key step of the topology recovery algorithm: the ability to identify an available sibling set. Here the situation is more complex and several preliminary properties are required. We establish these in Section VI-A before moving to the algorithm itself in Section VI-B, and a discussion of the topological determinism of JI models in Section VI-C.
A. Finding Sibling Sets: Certain Paternity for JI Models
A basic property underlying certain paternity for classical models is that S i, j = Pr(X b i, j = 1) is a constant for any pair (i, j ) of siblings from some sibling set. This form of 'internal agreement' property will not hold in general for nonclassical models. Further, the shared transmission value will no longer necessarily decrease as the shared path lengthens, another property on which previous approaches including DLT and [25] and [28] were based. We now give a complementary sibling property based on 'external agreement', which holds for all JI models, both classically equivalent and not. Proof: Follows immediately from Corollary 1. Thus siblings agree on the shared loss seen between themselves and any nodes outside the 'family'; for example S i,k = S j,k on the left in Figure 4 . We seek to invert this relationship in order to find available sibling sets through a new form of certain paternity. To this end define the agreement set of a pair {i, j } of nodes as
Note that it's possible that A i, j = ∅. The set A i, j includes all receivers outside the subtree rooted at the branch node b i, j , but may also include nodes lying under b i, j . Dealing with this latter possibility requires that restrictions be imposed, and different cases distinguished. Without these restrictions an erroneous topology could be inferred that is missing some internal nodes.
An augmented subpath g( Figure 4 centre; recall that g → h does not include the link/node g itself). We call such an augmented subpath invisible if
is an invisible augmented subpath, for convenience we call the path g → h an invisible subpath.
Proposition 2: Let i, j, k be three distinct receivers in a Jump Independent model such that b i,k is a descendant of b i, j . Then S i,k = S j,k if and only if b i, j → b i,k is invisible. Consequently, with no invisible subpaths, k ∈
Proof: Follows immediately from the definitions of shared transmission and (10) (see rightmost plot in Figure 4) .
The invisible subpath condition is the JI analogue of the classical requirement to avoid degenerate l k = 1 link passage probabilities which make the topology unidentifiable. If there are no invisible subpaths, |A i, j | is analogous to the shared loss in the classical tree, in that it increases as the branching point moves down a path away from the root. For fixed i the size of A i, j increases as j approaches i . Thus if b i, j is an ancestor of b k,l , then A i, j ⊂ A k,l and so
Proposition 2 removes an important source of ambiguity, but in order to identify available sets we must also place limits on the joint-distributions of sibling sets.
We say a sibling set J is internally agreeing if S i, j = S k,l for all i, j, k, l ∈ J with i = j , k = l. We say a sibling set J is internally disagreeing if S i, j = S k,l for all i, j, k, l ∈ J with {i, j } = {k, l}. Since the component of shared loss down to the branch node is identical for all siblings, the above are restrictions on the allowed form of (conditional) sibling dependency, and are therefore local in character.
Definition 4 (Agreeable JI Models (M AJI )):
An AJI model is a model M ∈ M JI which satisfies the following conditions: i) (no invisible subpaths) No augmented subpaths in M are invisible. ii) (internally consistent) Each sibling set J is internally agreeing or internally disagreeing.
The motivation for this definition is that M AJI , as we show below, is a Topologically Determinate class, whereas M JI itself is not. Condition (i) is a natural generalization of the equivalent classical condition to avoid identifiability failure. Condition (ii) has two components. Internally disagreeing siblings is the generic case with maximal dimension in the parameter space. It avoids the case where siblings 'partially agree' which immediately leads to identifiability failure, (unless other more complex restrictions are also added). Internally agreeing siblings is a special case of lower dimension, which is possible to combine with the internally disagreeing condition without violating identifiability. It is considered reasonable and important because it encompasses the classical case where siblings are independent, so it is included despite resulting in additional complexity for the definition and algorithm. Together, these make M AJI a large subset of M JI which is both identifiable as well as a generalization of classical models. For binary topologies (ii) is trivially satisfied.
It is worthwhile to explain further the need for condition (ii). To see how this works, consider the set of tree topologies with m receivers, T m , and the union of all the JI models on those trees, M JI (T m ). Let the output distributions of those models be f R (M JI (T m )). Now let A m ∈ T m be the tree where all m receivers share the same parent. Because the receivers are siblings they are allowed to have any joint distribution whatsoever, so
the space of all possible (positive) 1 output distributions on m receivers. In order to be able to identify topologies other than A m , it is necessary to define a restricted class of models M identifiable ⊂ M JI such that, at a minimum, f R (M identifiable (A m )) = F m . This is provided by condition (ii) of the AJI definition. It also solves the same problem for subtrees that are equivalent to A i for some i < m: they are prevented from appearing to have additional internal nodes.
We might ask, is M AJI in some sense the biggest possible M identifiable in terms of output distributions? That is, does
If we restrict T to being topologies where each parent has at most 3 children, then the answer is yes. However, in general there exists some output distributions that do not correspond to any M AJI model. 2 These are not included because they greatly increase the complexity of the definition while not having any particular physical significance. Finally, note that that are no topologies that are excluded from M AJI , that is, for each T ∈ T there exists an M ∈ M AJI with topology T . We now set out to prove that M AJI is topologically determinate (Theorem 2). We do this by working towards an algorithm capable of recovering the topology, focusing on the key problem of correctly identifying sibling sets.
Definition 5 (All-Agreeing Sets (AAS)): Call D ⊂ R with |D| ≥ 2 an all-agreeing set if
Any subset of an all-agreeing set is also an all-agreeing set. We call an all-agreeing set D a maximal all-agreeing set (MAAS) if it is not a proper subset of another all-agreeing set.
Definition 6 (Externally-Agreeing Sets (EAS)): Call D ⊂ R an externally-agreeing set (EAS) if |D| ≥ 3 and
The AAS and EAS can be determined from the pairwise shared loss values for nodes in R. We can find the internallydisagreeing available sibling sets (IDASS) using the EAS, and the internally-agreeing available sets (IAAS) using the MAAS. The latter are not guaranteed to be full sibling sets (they might have another sibling that is not a receiver, see Figure 5 ), so we may need an extra step to choose one that is. The next two lemmas have proofs in the Appendix.
Lemma 4 (Finding Internally-Agreeing Available Sets (IAAS)): Consider an AJI model with receivers R. A set D ⊂ R with |D| ≥ 2 is an IAAS if and only if it is a MAAS.
Consequently, finding the MAAS allows us to find the IAAS of size at least 2. Among these will be all the internally agreeing available sibling sets.
Lemma 5 (Finding Internally-Disagreeing Available Sibling Sets (IDASS)): Consider an AJI model with receivers R. A set D ⊂ R with |D| ≥ 3 is an IDASS if and only if it is an EAS.
This result is more powerful than Lemma 4 in that every set it identifies is a sibling set, rather than just an available set. Further, it identifies all the available sibling sets of disagreeing type. Fig. 5 . An M AJI model with EASes and MAASes displayed. The top group of siblings is not an EAS because it has siblings that aren't receivers. The higher of the two MAASes is not a sibling set either, but it is still an MAAS. In this case, the sibling set chosen in the proof of Proposition 3 is the EAS.
We are at last able to give the paternity result which forms the basis of the SLTD algorithm.
Proposition 3 (Certain Paternity II): Assume M ∈ M AJI . Then at least one available sibling set can be identified without error.
Proof: The shared transmissions S i, j can be calculated for all pairs {i, j } ∈ R. From these, all of the MAAS and all the EAS can be determined, and therefore all the IAAS (Lemma 4), and all the IDASS (Lemma 5), can be found. The union of these cannot be empty, since the tree must have at least one available sibling set, which by the AJI assumption, must be either internally agreeing or internally disagreeing. If any IDASS is found then the lemma is proved (see Figure 5) . If not, then there is at least one IAAS and we must find one which is a sibling set. Consider an IAAS D which is not a sibling set (if there is no such D then any of the IAAS will do). Then there exists a sibling k of the nodes in D, k ∈ R, which will be an ancestor of at least one other IAAS, say D . To detect that D is indeed below D, take an i ∈ D and j ∈ D and form A i, j . Then
If instead D is in another branch, both intersections are null. It is obvious that an IAAS is a sibling set iff there are no other IAAS below it. Clearly, by using the above test over all pairs of IAAS all such sets can be found, any one of which will satisfy the lemma.
B. SLTD
Just as in DLT from Section IV, SLTD works from the bottom up to reconstruct the topology. The algorithm maintain a set of nodes B that have unknown parents with the idea that these correspond to receivers of an unknown subtree V = T (B) of the real tree T . At each iteration, using certain paternity SLTD will find an E ⊂ B that corresponds to an available sibling set from V . A virtual node v and its associated inferred passage variable X v will be created as a parent for these siblings, and B will be updated by removing E and adding v in its place. 6: Calculate A i, j = {k| S i,k = S j,k }, ∀{i, j } ∈ B; 7: for all A i, j do {find externally agreeing sets} 8: check if B\A i, j is an externally agreeing set; 9: end for 10: if an externally-agreeing set D 1 exists then 11: E ← D 1 ; 12: else {find all the all-agreeing sets} 13: Construct a graph G with m nodes and an edge between i and j iff A i, j = |B| − 2; 14: Find the connected components of G: D 1 , . . . , D q , each one is an all-agreeing set; 15: if no such sets then 16: return ∅; {AJI model assumptions violated} 17: else 18: Let E ← D 1 ;{find an all-agreeing set that has no others below it} 19: for i = 2 . . . q do 20: Pick a j ∈ E, k ∈ D i ; {any j will do, and one is sufficient} 21: if A j,k ∩ E = ∅ then 22: E ← D i ; {D i was below E} 23: end if 24: end for 25: end if 26 : end if 27: Pick an arbitrary node from e ∈ E; 28: Create new node v, set S v,k = S e,k for all k ∈ B;
Theorem 2 (Correctness of SLTD on
M AJI ): Let M = (T, f Z ) be in M AJI . Then SLTD returns T .29: V ← V ∪ v; 30: L ← L ∪ e∈E (v, e);
31:
B ← (B\E) ∪ v; 32: end while 33: Create root node 0;
Proof: If M ∈ M AJI then certain paternity II holds at the first iteration as all nodes are receivers and S i, j = S i, j . The algorithm steps then echo the proof of Proposition 3. Note that after the candidate E is updated in the AAS code branch the search can continue without reinitializing i , since E must already be below all D i checked so far. Upon exit of the for loop E is an AAS which has no other set below it as required.
Subsequent interations involve S i, j , but from Lemma 2 S i, j = S i, j , so any pair of virtual nodes v 1 , v 2 will have the same shared transmission as the pair of real nodes they represent. Thus, at each step S i, j will be correct provided the previous step was correct. The result then follows by induction.
For some M ∈ M AJI it may happen that there are no externally-agreeing or all-agreeing sets. In that case the algorithm exits with an error which correctly indicates that the input model was not in M AJI .
If used on an M ∈ M AJI the algorithm may return an incorrect topology. It may be possible in some cases to analyse the detailed algorithm outputs to determine that they are inconsistent, and hence to detect that M ∈ M AJI .
The computational complexity of this algorithm can be calculated as follows. The first step of finding agreement sets is O(m 3 ) because we have to check O(m) nodes for each of O(m 2 ) pairs. We need only find the agreement sets once because each time we create a new node v it has the same agreement sets as all its children, and the same membership in agreement sets. Finding externally agreeing sets is O(m 3 ) and finding all-agreeing sets is O(m 2 ), and these are repeated O(m) times, for a total computational complexity in O(m 4 ).
C. M AJIE : a Large Topologically Determinate Class
We have already indicated that M JI is not topologically determinate because it includes models with invisible subpaths. A disturbing consequence is that, for any observable distribution f R on receivers, the true topology is indistinguishable from the degenerate 'receiver tree' topology, also in M JI , where all receivers have the same father.
On a brighter note, Theorem 2 implies that M AJI is topologically determinate, and this is significant because M AJI covers 'almost all' of M JI , due to the inclusion of the internally disagreeing subclass of JI models within M AJI . This subclass has maximal dimension in M JI , as we discuss in the next section.
To complete our analysis of the JI class and topological determinism, we extend M AJI to form the set of AJI equivalent models, M AJIE , in essentially the same way that we extended M C to form M CE .
Definition 7: (AJI Equivalent models)
In the same way as before, this extension is topologically determinate. This is because SLTD works on at least one M in each measurement equivalence class, thus SLTD applied to any M ∈ M AJIE will correctly recover T (M).
Since M C ⊂ M AJI , it follows trivially that M CE ⊂ M AJIE . This shows the importance of including the internally agreeing subclass (and hence classical models) in the definition of M AJI , even though the subclass is insignificant in a dimensional sense with respect to M AJI .
To conclude, as illustrated in Figure 6 , we have found a topologically determinate class, M AJIE , which includes all models from the other topologically determinate classes we have found, M CE and M AJI , and have provided an associated topology recovery algorithm, SLTD. By construction, M AJIE is the most natural and broadest generalization build 'around' M AJI which is still topologically determinate. As Figure 6 suggests, it represents the inclusion of many models in M JI \M AJI as well as outside of M JI . 
VII. THE RELATIVE SIZES OF C, CE, JI, AJI, AJIE
In this section we inquire whether M CE and M JI are large in some well defined sense, and thereby explore the relationships between these and related model classes.
We begin with some definitions. Let M T denote the space of all possible models with topology T , F m the set of joint distributions on m binomial variables, and T m the set of tree topologies with m receivers. Let
, mapping models to their observable receiver distributions. Note that φ is many-to-one: many different models sharing the correct m can give the same receiver output. The set of models that are measurement equivalent to some M can be written as
A. Parameterizations
To establish a notion of comparative size we compare the dimensions of the models' parameter spaces. To do so we must fix the topology under consideration, since the number of parameters required to characterize a model of a given class is topology dependent. Let T = (V, L) ∈ T m have n links. We can view a model M ∈ M T as a vector e = (e 1 , . . . , e d ) ∈ [0, 1] d using the elementary probabilities parameterization, where d = 2 n − 1 is the dimensionality of the underlying parameter space (see Section III).
Specifically, for each j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , d} define I( j ) ⊂ {1, 2, . . . , n} as the unique subset of links such that
as the j -th parameter. That is, we map the parameter label j to its link passage pattern as follows: take the binary expansion (n bits long) of j , and in the places corresponding to nonzero bits, require passage over the corresponding (based on their arbitrary labels) links, and loss over the other links. Note that a vector e represents a model iff e ∈ (0, 1) d and e < 1.
If we parameterize the space F m of the observables similarly, then we see that φ is a linear map between these two vector spaces, since each element of the vector corresponding to φ(e) is a sum of elements from e.
We can also parameterize the link distribution f Z of M using the link passage probabilities:
The relationship between p and e for a model M is
Consequently we can write this in matrix form as p = A T e where A T is a d by d matrix with the ( j, k)-th element
This gives a way to check if a given parameter vector p corresponds to a set of joint passage probabilities of a valid model: we can check that the corresponding e is valid, i.e.,
In a similar way we can parameterize the observable joint distribution p R ∈ F m , where
, labelling receiver (path) passage events and their probabilities. Passage to a set of receivers R 1 ⊂ R is equivalent to passage on each link in T (R 1 ). Each element of p R is a probability Pr(∩ i∈U {X i = 1}) for some U ∈ R and thus is the same as the element of p that gives the probability Pr(∩ i∈T (U ) {Z i = 1}). Consequently, p R = B T p, where B T is a d r × d binary matrix with a single 1 in each row, determined solely by the topology T .
B. Dimensions
Using the above parameterizations we can determine the dimensions of M C,T , M CE,T , M JI,T , M AJI,T and M AJIE,T and the spaces of output distributions
We start by determining the dimensionality dim(M C ) of M C . We can specify a link distribution of M ∈ M C by specifying l 1 , l 2 , . . . , l n , since for classical models p j = Pr i∈I( j ) {Z i = 1} = i∈I( j ) l i from the independence property, hence dim(M C,T ) = n. Also, since SLTD provides a bijection between M C,T and φ(M C,T ) we have that
Now consider M CE,T . We know that φ(
Recall p R = φ(p) consists simply of d R particular elements of p. These are required to lie in an n-dimensional subset of R d R , and the other d − d R elements of p are free to be anything (subject to the validity constraints). Thus
Determining dim(M JI,T ) is more difficult, since it is dependent on the topology. The task is to determine the number of parameters required to specify the full link distribution f Z of a model M ∈ M JI . We proceed by splitting this into the parameters required to specify f X , and those required to specify the remainder of f Z . To specify f X it is only necessary to consider events of the form ∩ v∈V X v = 1 (and hence equivalent events of the form ∩ v∈T (V ) Z v = 1, corresponding to particular elements of the p vector). Since each model is Jump Independent, specifying these probabilities is equivalent to specifying the ρ-values, that is, the values
The ρ-values specify f X by Proposition 1. In the reverse direction, f X specifies the ρ-values since Pr(
The ρ-values are a minimal specification of f X , since no ρ-value can be determined from the set of the other ρ-values for a given topology. The number of such ρ-values is
The number of elements of p specified by these ρ-values is given by the number of distinct events of the form ∩ v∈T (V ) Z v = 1, i.e., the number of subtrees of T that are rooted at 0. Let t T (i ) be the number of connected subtrees of T rooted at i . Then t T (i ) can be determined for a given T with the following recursion relation:
Of the t T (0) subtree events of interest here, t T (0) − 1 have probabilities specified by the ρ-values (since Pr(X 0 = 1) = 1 always). Hence t T (0) − 1 of the elements of p fix the output, and these are determined by N ρ parameters. The remaining d − (t T (0) − 1) elements of p are free. Thus, the set of JI models for a topology T with n links has dimension:
In the binary case this simplifies to:
The dimension of the class of output distributions induced by M JI,T can be shown to be (see Proposition 4 in the Appendix)
That is, given φ( f Z ) ∈ φ(M JI,T ), we can determine f X only up to n − m degrees of freedom -this is the unidentifiability of JI models to which we previously referred. M AJI has the same dimension as M JI models, since the subset of M AJI where every sibling set is perfectly disagreeing is the same dimension as M JI -the only constraints are that various shared transmission values are not equal.
The dimension of M AJIE can be determined similarly to M CE , giving: Table I lists concrete examples of model classes for specific topologies. The restrictive nature of M C,T compared to the other classes is striking, as is the small size of the dimension gap between M AJIE,T and that of the full space, M T .
C. Comparisons
The special case of JI models with binary topologies is instructive. It follows from Theorem 1 in Section V-C that when 0 < l i < 1 does not hold, they provide an explicit example of topologically determinate models outside of M CE (provided no invisible sub-paths). In the binary case it follows that dim(M CE,T ∩ M JI,T ) = dim(M JI ), which implies (also in the binary case) that dim(M JI,T ) ≤ dim(M CE,T ). Jump Independence is more restrictive than Classical Equivalence for binary models, because it places restrictions on the full joint distribution of X, rather than just X R . This makes M JI more desirable than M CE for loss modelling -it doesn't depend on which nodes are chosen to be receivers, since the JI structure is present everywhere in the tree.
For non-binary topologies on the other hand, a new factor enters in which this time favors M JI over M CE . This is because M JI allows a fully general dependency between siblings, whereas M CE places restrictions to keep the network appearing classical. (In the binary case, this has no dimensional effect. In the examples in the figure however, we see that overall the two are of roughly comparable dimension.) More importantly, in the general case of non-binary trees, M AJI ∩M CE forms only a negligible subset of M AJI , because a typical member of M AJI will be of 'disagreeable' type, which cannot be in M CE .
VIII. CONCLUSION
We have addressed the problem of inferring the detailed topology of a measurement tree induced by multicast probing, based on the joint distribution of loss measurements made by receivers stationed at its leaves. Previous work has shown this to be feasible under a strong simplifying assumption: that link loss processes are spatially and temporally independent. In particular, exploiting spatial independence has been the foundation of prior work in the area, not only because of its tractability, but also because within this class the topology is identifiable. The challenge here is to ask what other classes may also have this topological identifiability property.
We formalized the problem through the notion of topological determinism, which allows the topology to be identifiable, even if the full vector link loss process defining the model is not. Using this notion we were able to include spatial dependency though the M CE class, and we pointed out that the existing classical algorithm (DLT) can recover the topology despite the spatial structure in this case. We note that M CE is the largest class which both 'looks classical' and is still identifiable. Due to its special structure, observables here can be modelled within the class of latent-variable tree models [31] , where the LTM is simply the equivalent classical model.
Although natural, M CE is constrained by its strong ties to classical models, is not constructive, and lacks motivation in terms of real networks. We sought therefore to define a model class capable of richer dependencies through an explicit structure that was also physically meaningful in terms of network loss processes. We introduced the Jump Independent class M JI as one which offers a fully general local structure, combined with a 'no action at a distance' global structure. We believe JI models provide a realistic and sensible way to limit the dependency structure of network models. By restricting this class slightly in order to remove inherently non-identifiable features such as invisible links or subpaths, we arrived at a subclass, M AJI , which is topologically determinate but has the same size (in the sense of the parameter space dimension) as M JI itself. We then defined an algorithm, SLTD, based on the use of agreement sets which process receiver-path shared transmission probabilities in a new way, which is capable of recovering the topology. Finally, we pointed out that SLTD also works for models in an expanded class M AJIE , which includes CE, and furthermore showed that M AJIE has high dimension in the space of all models. Thus SLTD is also an alternative algorithm for classical models.
In summary, the paper moves loss-based multicast topology inference from being restricted to a very small set of models, the classical models, to a very large class. This class is broad enough to cope with the local spatial dependencies which we know exist in real networks now, including those inherent to the use of multicast probing (Section II), or which may emerge in the future, for example through the spread of Software Defined Networking. Inference methods based on these classes will be valid even if network bottlenecks create loss which is both high and highly dependent, even negatively dependent. They will be computationally feasible because SLTD is still based entirely on the set of pairwise shared loss measurements only, just as in the classical case.
In future work, we intend to develop and evaluate practical methods to accurately recover from data the topology of models in M AJI . There are a number of challenges here. These include the selection of a well defined metric enabling errors in topology to be meaningfully measured, the ability to randomly select topologies from the set of trees with given m and various degree constraints, to select models uniformly from M AJI , and the ability to estimate agreement sets. The latter is non-trivial as they are defined by equality relations which do not hold for finite data based estimates, in contrast to the measure of maximum shared loss used within the classical DLT algorithm, which translates directly from the infinite to finite data case. Thus, the best way to implement an inference algorithm may not be to directly translate the infinite data SLTD algorithm as formulated here.
APPENDIX
Proof of Theorem 1:
We will show that Pr( r∈U {X r = 1}) = Pr( r∈U {X r = 1}) for all U ⊆ R. This is sufficient to show that the full joint distributions are the same because of the sufficiency of passage probabilities.
Consider an arbitrary U ⊆ R and let the corresponding induced tree be (24) and from the properties of classical models we know
To show that the right hand sides of (25) and (24) are equal we will count the powers of ρ i and ρ i, j in the product P = i∈ (U ) l i for each value of i and pair {i, j } respectively. Note that in the definition of l i , ρ i only appears in l s(i) and l f (i) while ρ i, j appears in l f (i) , l i and l j .
Powers of ρ i : There are five cases: i = 1: ρ 1 appears in l 1 with power +1 and appears nowhere else, so it appears with power +1 in P.
Then ρ i appears in l s(i) with power −1 and l f (i) with power +1 so does not appear in the product P.
Then ρ i appears in l s(i) with power −1 and l f (i) with power +1, so ρ i does not appear in P. i, s(i ) / ∈ (U ): Then ρ i does not appear in the product (since l s(i) and l f (i) are not in it).
Powers of ρ i, j : If (i, j ) ∈ J (T (U )) then ρ i, j appears in l i , l j and l f (i) with powers of +1, +1 and −1 respectively. Thus ρ i, j appears in P with power +1. If (i, j ) / ∈ J (T (U )) then ρ i, j does not appear in the product.
By combining the above we find that the powers of ρ i and ρ (i, j ) match those of the right hand side of (25) .
Proof of Lemma 4:
We start by showing that a set is an AAS ⇔ it is a subset of an IAAS.
(⇐) Assume D is an IAAS. Let i, j ∈ D (so i , j are siblings). Consider a node k ∈ R, k = i, j . There are 2 cases:
from Corollary 1 and the internally agreeing property, 
by the definition of externally-agreeing, but this implies that b i, j → b j,k is an invisible path, again a contradiction. Thus, assuming D is an EAS implies that it is an available sibling set.
Proposition 4: The dimension of the space of output distributions corresponding to
Proof: For each j ∈ R define
For each j ∈ V \R, for each D ⊂ c( j ) with |D| ≥ 2 define
We can equivalently define P D as follows. Pick a set U ⊂ R such that |U | = |D| and each element of U is a descendent of a different element of D. Then
This shows that we can determine P D from receiver observations. Define the vector P which is just the P D in lexicographic order with respect to each D and define Q as the Q j in increasing order with respect to each j . Then we claim that for each U ⊂ R
By Proposition 1, we can prove (30) by showing (31) We show this by counting the powers of ρ D in the product on each side of (31) . First note that only T (U ) matters here, no other nodes or links from T appear, in particular if D ⊂ T (U ) then it doesn't appear in either product. Consequently for convenience what follows is written as if T (U ) is the full tree. We break the task down into cases based on considering each D separately using (27) and (28) . 4) This just leaves the case where D = { j } is a sibling set. On the left hand side of (31) it appears exactly once. The right hand side is identical to when j is not a sibling set, except it doesn't appear with power −1 in i:|c(i)|>1 P c(i) when i = f ( j ); so overall it appears with power +1 on the right hand side as well. We have just shown that (30) is true, which means that P, Q together determine the output p R . But we already know that the reverse is true, since p R specifies the Q by definition, and (29) shows that p R determines P D for any set of siblings D. Thus there is a 1-1 relationship between (P, Q) and the output distribution f R ∈ φ(M JI,T ), specified by p R . Now we will show that this is a minimal parametrization by showing that there is no way to determine any one of the parameters in P, Q from the union of all the others.
First, assume we know Q and P D for all sibling sets D other than the set D . The equations relating the known P D and each Q i to the ρ-values do not include ρ D , so there is no way to determine the value of
since each ρ-value can be set independently. Next, assume we know P and all-but-one element of Q, Q k say. Consider the set of relations between the vector of ρ-values and P, Q. The relations involving ρ k , k ∈ R, are: the relation giving Q k and the relations giving P D for each D ⊃ k. If ρ k is multiplied by a factor r and each ρ D with D ⊃ k is multiplied by that same factor r then P and the Qs other than Q k will stay the same, but Q k will be r times larger. Consequently, in the general case there is no way to determine Q k from P and the other Q j , j = k.
Thus, the set of parameters P, Q is 1-1 with output distributions, and it has no redundancy. There are N ρ − n parameters in P (because the number of possible sibling sets with |D| = 1 over the tree is just the number of links, and these are excluded from P) and |R| = m parameters in Q, so the dimension of φ(M JI ) is N ρ − n + m.
Note that the difference in the number of degrees of freedom in setting the ρ-values, and the dimension of the output, is just n − m, the number of interior nodes. That is, the space of vectors of ρ-values corresponding to any given output has dimension n − m. This is a measure of the part of the nonidentifiability at the model level associated with the ρ values, and can be viewed as one unknown per internal-node.
Restrictiveness of the AJI conditions Here we consider how big AJI is compared to how big a subset of JI it could be while still allowing identifiability. While it is maximal in dimension inside JI, we can still ask: are there some models that could be added to AJI without breaking identifiability?
For a space of models to be topologically determinate, any set of models on a tree T has to have output distribution not equal to that of any model on another tree. This is also true for subtrees of the tree T , that is, for any U in R, we must be able to identify the structure of T (U ) (that is, the grouping of receivers into branch points; multiple links with no branches will still not be relevant for identifiability). The structure of each subtree must be identifiable with only the measurements made on that subtree because measurements made outside the subtree cannot provide information about the internal structure.
The information we use to identify trees (and subtrees) is through finding shared transmission values that are identical. The actual values of the shared transmission are not important, only which ones are equal to each other. For instance, we know that any two receivers agree to receivers outside the subtree in which they are rooted, and in particular, any two siblings agree to non-descendants of their parent. This gives us the relationship S i,k = S j,k if i, j are in an available sibling set, and k is outside that set.
Essentially, the input to the algorithm is which sets of S i, j are equal to each other, that is, how the m 2 pairs {i, j } for all i = j are partitioned up into equivalence classes.
Since the input of our algorithm is which shared transmission values are equal to each other, that is what we will consider for determining whether AJI is too restrictive. Since JI essentially covers all possible output distributions when the topology is the trivial tree (all receivers are siblings), the question of "Are the conditions on AJI too restrictive" is equivalent to asking "Are there any output distributions which are impossible for AJI" (i.e. did we exclude some output distributions for the trivial tree that we didn't need to to get identifiability?) which is equivalent to asking "Is there any way to partition up receivers into equivalence classes that cannot correspond to any tree with an AJI model?"
We can answer this question with just a counting argument. With m receivers there are th Bell number [35] . In contrast, we can count the number of logical trees there are with m receivers. That's not quite the same, since in AJI any sibling set with more than 2 members can be all-agreeing or all-disagreeing, so we need count each of these trees 2 i times, where i is the number of sibling sets in that tree with more than 2 members.
For m = 3, both these counts are equal to 5, and the AJI restrictions are perfect -we don't disallow any output distributions (we only disallow models on the trivial tree that have the same output distribution as models on other trees). Consequently, this also applies when we restrict to trees where each parent has at most 3 children.
For m = 4, the number of ways to partition 4 2 = 6 labelled objects into equivalence classes is 203. In contrast, the number of those that are possible under AJI is 37. One example of a partition that doesn't correspond to any AJI model is the following: S 1,2 = S 2,3 , all other shared transmissions distinct. Another example that doesn't correspond to an AJI model is: S 1,2 = S 2,3 , S 1,3 = S 3,4 , all other shared transmissions distinct. These were found by listing all the possible logical trees with 4 receivers, then finding the possible AJI-induced equivalence class partitions on their shared transmissions for each one. So we can say that in general the AJI restrictions are not tight, and some valid JI output distributions are excluded.
